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Introduction to the project

Currently, every campus is connected to the internet, and it has 
improved the communication however, the campuses still use the 
intranet to access certain apps such as-

● Apps running on Apache/PHP Server with MySQL database at the 
backend.

● Ruby on Rails App with MySQL database at the backend



Immediate Outcomes of the project

• Migrating these services to the cloud and making them accessible over 
internet instead of intranet would reduce the congestion at central 
office as the schools will be able to connect directly to the cloud.

• Eliminate the need of not only hardware like servers but also admin of 
such hardware at the MOE. 



List of Servers 
that can be 
eliminated



Eventual Outcomes of the project

•Provide the flexibility and agility that the MOE needs as it increases
its use of technology in the coming years.

•It would mean that the ministry would not have to look for someone to maintain 
the hardware server and provide management onsite. It would open up MOE’s 
options to hire contractors on a small-term basis.



Outputs of the project

• Apache/PHP Apps with MYSQL backend is established in the cloud. It hosts 
MOE Website and 2-3 small Webapps.

• Ruby on Rails App with MySQL backend is set up in the cloud. It includes 
Student Information System, Requisitioning System and Teacher Evaluation 
System which can be migrated to the cloud.

• Effective Communication from different schools of Palau with low latency and 
high response time.



Outputs of the project (continued…)

• The UniFi® Controller which is a wireless network management software 
solution from Ubiquiti Networks needs to run on the server. Ever since 22 
campus have been connected to the Internet directly it is not possible to 
manage Internal Wifi due to each campus having its own router and Wifi. This 
solution offers a way to manage the school’s Wifi over the internet.

• NGINX which is used as reverse proxy to hide internal webservers from 
outside users also need to be migrated. Due to limited security skills, this is 
required so that there is just a single entry point and traffic can be monitored.



Recommendations
MOE's core business is education. Technology is just a tool or service
it uses to conduct its core business.

Before, in order to use technology, MOE had to have a server room. The
server room requires security (space, doors, locks), climate control,
electricity, and a full time server administrator.

The cloud now provides an alternative where the server room is just a
service. It requires subscription payment and part time or contracted
server administrator.



Recommendations

As MOE continues to grow its tech capabilities, the server room can be a
source of inflexibility by requiring retooling, new hardware, training
for the server administrator and IT staff, etc.

The MOE cloud can easily to reconfigured by purchasing just the
additional capacity or set up. With part time or contracted server
administrators, MOE has more flexibility in bringing on the appropriate
admin depending on the needs.


